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In many situations, it makes sense to divide the input to a reinforcement learning system
into two parts8: one that codes for the stimulus and one that codes for the context. Current
thinking in animal learning theory suggests that the stimulus and the context do not play
symmetric roles in learning7. Initial learning appears to be insensitive to the context, while
relearning makes behavior increasingly context sensitive. By using an asymmetric learning
rule of this kind, a reinforcement learning system can be designed that initially generalizes
maximally between contexts and later restricts the selection of actions to contexts where they
are successful2. If the stimulus and context are selected and represented9 in an appropriate
way for the task, this scheme can lead to very fast learning.

One way to build the stimulus and context codes is to use an attentional mechanism4,5,7.
The current focus of attention acts as the stimulus while a sequence of attentional states
make up the context. This implies that the context can be controlled by choosing how
attention is allocated. The natural way to do this is to view attentional shifts as any other
action8. This also allows for the learning of epistemic actions that updates the context
with relevant aspects of the environmental state. The context can also be changed when
prediction errors occur based on fixed orientation reactions7. The world is represented only
indirectly through the actions that are possible–impossible or desirable–undesirable in each
situation, and possibly also their expected outcome10.

This general architecture has been applied to a wide range of cognitive problem do-
mains including working memory tasks and contextual categorization2, motor set and task-
switching2, modeling of developmental disorders3, contextual cueing4, learning in visual
attention5, perception of dynamical scenes1 and the acquisition of symbols 6.
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